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1. Bakground

Strategy:

Against the bakground of the struture of grammar assumed in Distributed Morphology,

Optimality Theory ould in priniple be relevant in three relevant domains:

[1 ℄ Syntax

[2 ℄ Syntax/Morphology Interfae: Post-syntati morphologial operations that preede

voabulary insertion (i.e., that preede genuine morphologial exponene)

[3 ℄ Morphology: Morphologial exponene by voabulary insertion

[1℄ is not the topi of this ourse.

[2℄ is the more onservative view: Optimality Theory as a theory of interfaes. (See, e.g.,

Pesetsky (1997; 1998) for this position.)

[3℄ is the more radial view: Optimality Theory diretly overs morphologial realization

(plus, typially, what is otherwise handled in [2℄.)

Note:

I will address [2℄ in the present leture; the rest of the ourse then fousses on [3℄.

Claims:

• Di�erential argument enoding should be analyzed as a purely morphologial phe-

nomenon that is based on seletive post-syntati ase feature deletion.

• Three-way ase systems should be analyzed as a purely morphologial phenomenon that

is based on seletive post-syntati ase feature deletion.

• Post-syntati ase feature deletion is brought about by optimization proedures rather

than by impoverishment rules: The latter would have to refer to unnatural lasses.

2. Optimality Theory

Optimality Theory (OT) has been developed sine the early nineties, by Alan Prine, Paul

Smolensky, John MCarthy and others. At �rst, the fous was mainly on phonology; but the
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approah has sine been extended to morphology, syntax, semantis, and pragmatis. The

most omprehensive (and best) exposition of the theory is still Prine & Smolensky (1993;

2004).

(1) Basi assumptions of Optimality Theory:

a. Universality:

Constraints are universal.

b. Violability:

Constraints are violable.

. Ranking:

Constraints are ranked.

d. Competition:

The wellformedness of a linguisti expression LE annot solely be determined on

the basis of LE's internal properties. Rather, external fators (more preisely, the

ompetition of LE with other linguisti expressions) determine whether LE is gram-

matial or not. LEs are andidates.

Note:

LE stands for a grammatial unit that is subjet to an optimization proedure deiding on

its wellformedness. LE is the basi unit of a grammatial domain (phonology, morphology,

syntax, semantis).

(2) Optimality:

A andidate Ci is optimal with respet to some onstraint ranking <Con1 ≫ Con2 ≫

... ≫ Conn> i� there is no other andidate Cj in the same andidate set that has a

better onstraint pro�le.

(3) Constraint pro�le:

Cj has a better onstraint pro�le than Ci if there is a onstraint Conk suh that (i) and

(ii) hold:

a. Cj satis�es Ck better than Coni.

b. There is no onstraint Conl that is ranked higher than Conk, and for whih Ci and

Cj di�er.

Note:

Cj satis�es a onstraint Con better than Ci if Cj violates Con less often than Ci. (This

inludes the ase where Cj does not violate Con at all, whereas Ci does.)

(4) Candidate set:

Two andidates are in the same andidate set i� they go bak to the same input (`un-

derlying representation').

(5) Types of onstraints:

Standardly, two basi types of H-Eval onstraints an be distinguished that often give

rise to on�its:

•Faithfulness onstraints demand that input and output are idential with respet

to some property
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Struture of an optimality-theoreti grammar
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�Dep: no addition of items in the output.

�Max: no deletion of items in the output.

�Ident: no hange of items in the output:

•Markedness onstraints impose requirements on outputs that may neessitate a

deviation from the input.

Note:

Optimality-theoreti ompetitions are often illustrated by tables, so-alled tableaux.

(6) The basi priniple

A B C

☞ O1 *

O2 **!

O3 *!

O4 *!

O5 *! *

Generalization:

The optimal output is the andidate that has its �rst star furthest to the right in a tableau.

(7) Cross-linguisti variation:

Assumption: Languages di�er with respet to their grammars. Grammatial di�erenes

between languages = parametrization. Parametrization in optimality theory: onstraint

reranking.
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(8) Parametrization

A C B

O1 *!

O2 **!

☞ O3 *

O4 *!

O5 *! *

Note:

Optimality theory was developed out of so-alled �Harmoni Grammar� approahes→ theory

of neural networks. (Further reading: Prine & Smolensky (2004, h. 10), Smolensky &

Legendre (2006, part I). I will ome bak to Harmoni Grammar at the end of the ourse.)

Main innovation: Quality before quantity; no number of violations of a lower-ranked onstraint

an outweigh a single violation of a higher-ranked onstraint. This property is also known as

strit domination.

(9) Irrelevane of onstraint violation numbers as suh

A B C

☞ O1 ****

O2 *****!**

O3 *!

O4 *!

O5 *! *

Caveat:

OT has introdued a means to undermine the irrelevane of onstraint violation quantity as

suh: (re�exive) loal onjuntion (see Smolensky (1996; 2006); and Legendre et al. (1998),

Fisher (2001), Aissen (1999; 2002), Keine (2009), and Keine & Müller (2011; 2014) for some

syntati appliations of loal onjuntion).

(10) Loal Conjuntion:

a. Loal onjuntion of two onstraints Con1, Con2 with respet to a loal domain

D yields a new onstraint Con1&DCon2 that is violated i� there are two separate

violations of Con1 and Con2 in a single domain D.

b. Universal ranking: Con1&DCon2 ≫ {Con1, Con2}

. If Con1 = Con2, loal onjuntion is re�exive.

d. Notation: B

2

= B&B, B

3

= B

2

&B, et.

(11) A onsequene of re�exive loal onjuntion

C
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A B C

O1 *! ****

O2 *! *******

☞ O3 *

O4 *!

O5 *! *
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3. Di�erential Marking

3.1. Harmoni Alignment

(12) Harmoni Alignment (Prine & Smolensky (2004)):

Suppose given a binary dimension D1 with a sale X > Y on its elements {X,Y}, and

another dimension D2 with a sale a > b > ... > z on its elements {a,b,...,z}. The

harmoni alignment of D1 and D2 is the pair of Harmony sales HX , HY :

a. HX : X/a ≻ X/b ≻ ... ≻ X/z

b. HY : Y/z ≻ ... ≻ Y/b ≻ Y/a

The onstraint alignment is the pair of onstraint hierarhies CX , CY :

a. CX : *X/z ≫ ... ≫ *X/b ≫ *X/a

b. CY : *Y/a ≫ *Y/b ≫ ... ≫ *Y/z

Proposal (Aissen (1999; 2003)):

By ombining (i) harmoni alignment applied to the sales identi�ed by Hale (1972) and

Silverstein (1976) as in (13) and (ii) loal onjuntion with markedness onstraints in an

OT grammar, alternations between zero and non-zero exponene an be derived (di�erential

subjet marking, di�erential objet marking).

(13) Sales:

a. GF sale (basi):

Subjet > Objet

(�Subjet� = �spei�er of vP�, objet = �omplement of V�: Chomsky (1965; 2001))

b. θ sale:

Agent > Patient

. Person sale:

Loal Pers. (1,2) > 3. Pers.

d. Prominene sale:

X > x (disourse-prominent argument > non-disourse-prominent argument)

e. Animay sale:

Hum(an) > Anim(ate) > Inan(imate)

f. De�niteness sale:

Pro(noun) > Name (PN) > Def(inite) > Inde�nite Spei� (Spe) > NonSpei�

(NSpe)

(14) Markedness onstraints:

a. *ØC (Star-Zero(Case)): (is onjoined with a hierarhy of onstraints)

�penalizes the absene of a value for the feature Case�

b. *StruC (Star-Struture(Case)): (is not onjoined with a hierarhy of onstraints)

�penalizes a value for the morphologial ategory Case�
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(15) A onsequene for di�erential objet marking:

← *StruC Kalkatungu: no objets ase-marked

*Obj/Pro & *ØC ≫
← *StruC Catalan: only pronominal objets ase-marked

*Obj/PN & *ØC ≫
← *StruC Pitjantjatjara: only pronominal and PN

objets ase-marked

*Obj/Def & *ØC ≫
← *StruC Hebrew: only pronominal, PN, and

de�nite objets ase-marked

*Obj/Spe & *ØC ≫
← *StruC Turkish: all objets ase-marked

exept non-spei� objets

*Obj/NSpe & *ØC

← *StruC Written Japanese: all objets ase-marked

3.2. Two-Dimensional Di�erential Objet Marking

(16) DOM in El Cid Spanish:

*Oj/Hum-Pro & *Ø ≫ *Stru

*Oj/Hum-PN & *Ø *Oj/Anim-Pro & *Ø

◦ *Stru *Oj/Hum-Def & *Ø *Oj/Anim-PN & *Ø *Oj/Inan-Pro & *Ø

*Oj/Hum-Spe & *Ø *Oj/Anim-Def & *Ø *Oj/Inan-PN & *Ø

*Oj/Hum-NSpe & *Ø *Oj/Anim-Spe & *Ø *Oj/Inan-Def & *Ø

*Oj/Anim-NSpe & *Ø *Oj/Inan-Spe & *Ø

*Oj/Inan-NSpe & *Ø *Stru ≫

3.3. Problem

Problem:

Aissen's approah only permits yes/no deisions onerning morphologial marking. This

does not take into aount the possibility that there might be degrees of morphologial

marking: ioniity.

Proposal:

Di�erential argument enoding results from harmoni alignment of sales, but it is a purely

morphologial phenomenon, not a syntati phenomenon (as assumed in Aissen (1999; 2003)).

3.4. Impoverishment

Impoverishment Rules

(i) Impoverishment rules are a fundamental onept of Distributed Morphology. They are

deletion transformations that remove morpho-syntati features (whih need to be realized
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by morhologial exponents in a post-syntati morphologial omponent) before marker (=

voabulary item) insertion takes plae (see Bonet (1991), Noyer (1998), Halle & Marantz

(1993; 1994), Bobaljik (2002), Frampton (2002)). As a onsequene of impoverishment,

in�etional morphology applies to redued feature matries, and there is a retreat to the

general ase: a less spei� marker is inserted than would otherwise be expeted.

(ii) Impoverishment an be viewed as insertion of highly spei� zero exponents (see Trommer

(1999)).

(iii) Impoverishment an be viewed as being triggered by general �lters bloking the

o-ourrene of features (Noyer (1992)), or by interating optimality-theoreti onstraints

with the same e�et (Grimshaw (2001), Kiparsky (2001), Trommer (2001; 2006), Wunderlih

(2004), Lahne (2007), Opitz (2007)).

Observation:

Aissen's analyses an be reanalyzed in terms of impoverishment:

(i) As before, impoverishment is a post-syntati operation that deletes morpho-syntati

features.

(ii) Deletion applies so as to satisfy omplex faithfulness onstraints reated by harmoni

alignment of sales.

(iii) On this view, impoverishment is essentially funtionally motivated.

3.5. Ioniity

Bakground assumption:

Synretism is derived by underspei�ation of exponents with respet to morpho-syntati

features (whih may be more abstrat than is motivated by syntati onsiderations � e.g.,

[±obj℄, [±obl℄ as more primitive, deomposed ase features whose ross-lassi�ation yields

the four ases of German, with underspei�ation apturing natural lasses of ases).

Observation (Wiese (1999; 2003; 2004)):

Ioniity holds of in�etional systems.

(17) Ioniity Meta-Priniple:

Similarity of form implies similarity of funtion (within a ertain domain, and unless

there is evidene to the ontrary).

Remarks:

(i) Similarity of form: phonologial properties (size of exponents, sonority of exponents)

(ii) Similarity of funtion: underspei�ed features assoiated with an exponent (and mathed

against fully spei�ed feature matries). (Note: This is where Wiese's proposal involves a

radial break with the tradition, where ioniity is measured based on fully spei�ed forms

(Plank (1979), Wurzel (1984)) � but then, it does not work.)

(iii) There is a feature hierarhy: [+mas℄ > [+obl℄ > [+fem℄ > [+gov℄. Rules that involve

[+mas℄ are more spei� than rules that don't; et.

(18) Wiese (1999) on determiner in�etion in German

a. (i) /m/ ↔ [+mas,+obl,+gov℄ (Dat.Mas.Sg./Neut.Sg.)

(ii) /s/ ↔ [+mas,+obl℄ (Gen.Mas.Sg./Neut.Sg.)

(iii) /s/ ↔ [+mas,+fem℄ (Nom./A.Neut.Sg.)
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b. (i) /n/ ↔ [+mas,+gov℄ (A.Mas.Sg.)

(ii) /r/ ↔ [+mas℄ (Nom.Mas.Sg.)

(iii) /r/ ↔ [+obl,+fem℄ (Dat./Gen.Fem.Sg.)

(iv) /n/ ↔ [+obl,+gov℄ (Dat.Pl.)

(v) /r/ ↔ [+obl℄ (Gen.Pl.)

. (i) /e/ ↔ [ ℄ (Nom./A.Fem.Sg./Pl.)

Conlusion:

This abstrat, highly theory-dependent onept of ioniity (whih only works one under-

spei�ation of exponents is postulated) is a reurring feature of in�etional systems (see,

e.g., Müller (2004; 2005; 2007), Georgi (2008), Opitz (2006)).

3.6. Proposal

Suggestion:

(i) Di�erential marking is not neessarily a ategorial yes/no phenomenon; rather, it an be

gradient phenomenon.

(ii) Di�erential marking is brought about by impoverishment. Impoverishment onsists of

post-syntati deletion of morpho-syntati features, triggered by faithfulness onstraints

derived from harmoni alignment of sales.

(iii) Impoverishment requires insertion of a less spei� marker. It may lead to zero exponene

winning (/Ø/ is often the elsewhere marker), but it may also lead to a seletion of other

markers that instantiate a �retreat to the general ase�, and that are formally loser to zero

exponene than the marker that would otherwise be expeted (ioniity).

Basi assumptions:

(i) The organization of grammar is as assumed in Distributed Morphology: Syntax preedes

in�etional morphology; and syntati strutures an be manipulated before morphologial

realization (`voabulary insertion') takes plae.

(ii) The only ruial di�erene is that impoverishment is brought about not by spei� rules,

but by a system of on�iting onstraints (Grimshaw (2001), Kiparsky (2001), Trommer (2001;

2006), Wunderlih (2004), Lahne (2007), Opitz (2007)).

(19) Late voabulary insertion (Halle & Marantz (1993)):

a. Funtional morphemes ontain fully spei�ed bundles of morpho-syntati features

in syntax; however, they do not yet ontain phonologial material.

b. In�etion markers are voabulary items that pair phonologial and (often underspe-

i�ed) morpho-syntati features; they are inserted post-syntatially in aordane

with the Subset Priniple.

(20) Subset Priniple (Halle (1997)):

A voabulary item V is inserted into a funtional morpheme M i� (i) and (ii) hold:

(i) The morpho-syntati features of V are a subset of the morpho-syntati features of

M.

(ii)V is the most spei� voabulary item that satis�es (i).

(21) Spei�ity of voabulary items (Lumsden (1992), Noyer (1992), Wiese (1999)):

A voabulary item Vi is more spei� than a voabulary item Vj i� there is a lass of

features F suh that (i) and (ii) hold.
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(i) Vi bears more features belonging to F than Vj does.

(ii) There is no higher-ranked lass of features F

′

suh that Vi and Vj have a di�erent

number of features in F

′

.

(22) Impoverishment (Grimshaw (2001), Kiparsky (2001), Trommer (2001; 2006), Wunder-

lih (2004), Opitz (2007)):

a. Syntati strutures (inputs) are mapped onto strutures that serve as the input to

voabulary insertion (outputs).

b. This mapping is subjet to optimization (Prine & Smolensky (2004)).

. Markedness onstraints may fore feature deletion, in minimal violation of faithful-

ness (Max) onstraints.

d. Voabulary insertion may fae an impoverished struture.

3.7. Case Studies

3.7.1. Two-Dimensional Di�erential Objet Marking in Mannheim German

Observation:

• In all varieties of German, feminine, neuter and plural DPs are morphologially indis-

tinguishable in nominative and ausative environments.

• In the substandard variety of Mannheim German (and elsewhere in Palatine and Rhine

areas), the same holds for non-pronominal masuline DPs, in ontrast to what is the ase

in Standard German. (�Rheinisher Akkusativ�; Behaghel (1911), Bräutigam (1934),

Karh (1975a;b), Post (1990), Müller (2003), Keine (2010)).

(23) Nominative/ausative synretism in masuline DPs in Mannheim German:

a. Ih

I

wünsh

wish

Ihnen

you.dat

[

DP

ein-Ø

a-a

shön-er

nie-a

Tag ℄

day

noh

prt

b. Wir

we

haben

have

[

DP

pädagogish-er

pedagoial-a

Planungstag ℄

planning day

. Ih

I

hab

have

auh

also

[

DP

ein-Ø

a-a

shön-er

nie-a

Ball ℄,

ball,

meinst

think

du,

you,

bloÿ

just

du

you

hast

have

[

DP

ein-er ℄ ?

a-a

d. Man

one

müsste

should

mal

prt

wieder

again

so

prt

rihtig

really

[

DP

einer ℄

one-a

drauf

on it

mahen

make

`We should really have a night on the town again.'

e. Hol

feth

mir

me

mal

prt

[

DP

der

the-a

Eimer ℄

buket

Note:

There are two exeptions, whih gives rise to di�erential objet marking.

(24) I. Pronouns: -n vs. r (Keine & Müller (2011; 2014)):

Hol

feth

[

DP

en/*er ℄

him-a/*he-a

mir

me-dat

mal

prt

her

prt

(25) II. De�nite human referents (Kalin (2016), based on Philipp Weisser (p..) & Müller

(2003)):

a. Du

you

hast

have

[

DP

den/*der

the-a/*the-a

Mann ℄

man

gesehen

seen
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b. Die

she.dem

�nd'

�nds

[

DP

kein-Ø

no-a

anderer

other-a

Mann ℄

man

Side remark:

There is substantial variation with respet to di�erential objet marking in Mannheim Ger-

man. Evidene from spoken language orpora suggests that speakers who employ the Rheinis-

her Akkusativ regularly also employ the Standard German forms; e.g., Karh (1975a) do-

uments two ases where a single speaker swithes between the two options within a single

reording, with no obvious systemati di�erene of linguisti ontext.

(26) Variation within speakers:

a. Dann

then

mah

make

ih

I

[

DP

mein-Ø

my-a

Spaziergang ℄

walk

b. Nahher

afterwards

hat

has

man

one

ja

prt

[

DP

den

the-a

Parkring ℄

park ring road

. [

DP

Ein-Ø

aacc

groÿer

great

Raum

room

in

in

unserer

our

Versorgung ℄

logistis

spielt

plays

die

the

Jugendarbeit

streetwork

d. Er

he

muss

must

[

DP

den

the-a

Aufbau

struture

der

of the

Photographie ℄

photography

erlernen

learn

(27) Harmoni alignment of animay and de�niteness sales:

a. *DPint/Hum ≫ *DPint/Anim ≫ *DPint/Inan

b. *DPint/Pro ≫ *DPint/PN ≫ *DPint/Def ≫ *DPint/Spe ≫ *DPint/NSpe

Two-dimensional loal onjuntion of two hierarhies (Aissen (2003)):

Eah onstraint of one hierarhy is loally onjoined with eah onstraint of the other

hierarhy, preserving original orders.

Notational onvention (Aissen (2003)):

*DPint/Hum/Pro = *DPint/Hum &XP *DPint/Pro

(28) Two-dimensional loal onjuntion:

a. (i) *DPint/Pro/Hum ≫ *DPint/PN/Hum ≫ *DPint/Def/Hum ≫

*DPint/Spe/Hum ≫ *DPint/NSpe/Hum

(ii) *DPint/Pro/Anim ≫ *DPint/PN/Anim ≫ *DPint/Def/Anim ≫

*DPint/Spe/Anim ≫ *DPint/NSpe/Anim

(iii) *DPint/Pro/Inan ≫ *DPint/PN/Inan ≫ *DPint/Def/Inan ≫

*DPint/Spe/Inan ≫ *DPint/NSpe/Inan

b. (i) *DPint/Pro/Hum ≫ *DPint/Pro/Anim ≫ *DPint/Pro/Inan

(ii) *DPint/PN/Hum ≫ *DPint/PN/Anim ≫ *DPint/PN/Inan

(iii) *DPint/Def/Hum ≫ *DPint/Def/Anim ≫ *DPint/Def/Inan

(iv) *DPint/Spe/Hum ≫ *DPint/Spe/Anim ≫ *DPint/Spe/Inan

(v) *DPint/NSpe/Hum ≫ *DPint/NSpe/Anim ≫ *DPint/NSpe/Inan

(29) Two-dimensional di�erential objet marking in Mannheim German
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*DPint/Pro/Hum

*[+gov℄ & Max-C

*DPint/PN/Hum *DPint/Pro/Anim

& Max-C & Max-C

*DPint/Def/Hum *DPint/PN/Anim *DPint/Pro/Inan

& Max-C & Max-C & Max-C

*DPint/Spe/Hum *DP[−gov]/Def/Anim *DPint/PN/Inan

& Max-C & Max-C & Max-C

*DPint/NSpe/Hum *DPint/Spe/Anim *DPint/Def/Inan

& Max-C & Max-C & Max-C

*DPint/NSpe/Anim *DPint/Spe/Inan

& Max-C & Max-C

*DPint/NSpe/Inan

& Max-C

(30) Sample optimization I: deletion of [+gov℄:

I: DPint:[+mas,�def, *DPint/Def/Hum *[+gov℄ *DPint/Spe/Hum *DPint/Def/Anim

+hum,+gov,�obl℄ & Max-C & Max-C & Max-C

☞O1: DPint[�obl℄ *

O2: DPint[+gov,�obl℄ *!

(31) Sample optimization II: preservation of [+gov℄:

I: DPint:[+mas,+def, *DPint/Def/Hum *[+gov℄ *DPint/Spe/Hum *DPint/Def/Anim

+hum,+gov,�obl℄ & Max-C & Max-C & Max-C

O1: DPint[�obl℄ *!

☞O2: DPint[+gov,�obl℄ *

(32) Masuline exponents for strutural ase in German:

a. -n → [+mas,+gov,�obl℄

b. -r → [+mas,�obl℄

(33) Rule-based impoverishment is not a viable alternative

a. [+gov℄ → ∅ / DP[+hum,−def]

b. [+gov℄ → ∅ / DP[−hum,−pro]

Against impoverishment:

1. Impoverishment annot derive the impliational generalizations that hold with di�eren-

tial argument enoding.

2. The ontexts in whih ase feature deletion takes plae in Mannheim German do not

form a natural lass that an be referred to by a single impoverishment rule.

3. The ontexts in whih deletion ours do form a natural lass in the OT approah: It

is de�ned as being dominated by the markedness onstraint *[+gov℄.

(34) How loal onjuntion derives umulative e�ets:
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a. (i) *DPint/Def is ranked below *[+gov℄.

(ii) Max-C is ranked below *[+gov℄.

(iii) *DPint/Def &XP Max-C is ranked below *[+gov℄.

b. (i) *DPint/Hum is ranked below *[+gov℄.

(ii) Max-C is ranked below *[+gov℄.

(iii) *DPint/Hum &XP Max-C is ranked below *[+gov℄.

. (i) *DPint/Def &XP *DPint/Hum is ranked below *[+gov℄.

(ii) Max-C is ranked below *[+gov℄.

d. *DPint/Def &XP *DPint/Hum &XP Max-C is ranked above *[+gov℄.

Consequene:

• The umulative interation of *DPint/Def, *DPint/Hum andMax-C an outweigh high-

ranked *[gov℄ and thereby suppress ase feature deletion.

• There is no umulative interation of *[+gov℄ and *DPint/Def, *DPint/Hum.

3.7.2. Another Case Study:

Di�erential Enoding of Objets in Finnish

Refs.: Kiparsky (1998; 2001), Wunderlih (2000)

3.7.2.1. The Phenomenon Observation:

(i) Finnish objets an be struturally ase-marked by four di�erent exponents, only one of

whih is zero: /t/, /n/, /a/, /Ø/.

(ii) The priniples that determine hoie of the orret exponents are exatly the ones that

Aissen (1999; 2003) shows to underlie zero/non-zero alternations in di�erential argument

enoding.

(iii) This strongly suggests a uni�ed approah; but a uni�ed approah is not available if the

theory of di�erential argument enoding an only aount for a di�erene between zero and

non-zero enoding.

Conlusion:

Di�erential ase marking of objets in Finnish is best treated as a morphologial phenomenon.

(Note: To some extent, suggestions along these lines an already be found in Kiparsky (2001)

and Wunderlih (2000), and what follows owes a lot to these works. However, the analysis

below is muh more radial in its treatment of objetive ase, and also fairly di�erent in

several other respets.)

(35) Case marking of objets in Finnish (Kiparsky (2001)):

a. Tuo-n

bring-1.sg

häne-t

he-a

`I'll bring him.'

b. Tuo-n

bring-1.sg

karhu-n

bear-gen

`I'll bring the/a bear.'

. Tuo-Ø

bring-imp

karhu-∅

bear-nom

`Bring the/a bear!'
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d. Etsi-n

seek-1.sg

karhu-a

bear-part

`I'm looking for the/a bear.'

(36) Strutural ase markers (singular)

(traditional grammar):

nouns: `bear' pronouns: `you'

nom /Ø/ /Ø/

a /Ø/, /n/ /t/

gen /n/ /n/

part /a/ /a/

(37) Strutural ase markers (singular)

(Kiparsky's (2001) reonstrution):

nouns: `bear' pronouns: `you'

nom /Ø/ /Ø/

a � /t/

gen /n/ /n/

part /a/ /a/

Generalizations (Kiparsky (2001)):

(i) Objets of prediates that give rise to an unbounded (ateli) interpretation always take

the partitive exponent.

(ii) Objets of prediates that give rise to a bounded (teli) (resultative, or quasi-resultative)

interpretation take the partitive marker if they have a �quantitatively indeterminate denota-

tion.'

(iii) Otherwise, objets of the latter prediates take the ausative marker if they are personal

pronouns;

(iv) and they take the genitive marker if they are non-pronominal, and -ommanded by an

overt subjet.

(v) In all other ases, a struturally ase-marked objet NP takes the nominative marker.

Conlusion:

(i) Pronouns are marked di�erently from other NPs.

(ii) Non-spei� NPs are marked di�erently from other NPs.

(iii) This suggests harmoni alignment with the de�niteness sale.

3.7.2.2. Analysis Claim:

(i) There is only one kind of objet ase in (35): ausative.

(ii) Marker variation is a morphologial phenomenon resulting from impoverishment.

(38) Strutural ases in Finnish (see Bierwish (1967), Levin (1986), Alsina (1996), Wiese

(1999) for the primitive ase features adopted here):

a. nom: [�gov,�obl,+subj℄

b. gen: [+gov,+obl,±subj℄

. a: [+gov,�obl,�subj℄

(39) Sales

a. GF sale (basi):

Subjet > objet

(Spe(v) > Comp(V))

b. De�niteness sale:

Pro(noun) > Name (PN) > Def(inite) > Inde�nite Spei� (Spe) > NonSpei�

(NSpe)

. Boundedness sale:

Bounded > unbounded (Bd > NBd)
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(40) Constraint alignments:

a. *Obj/Pro ≫ *Obj/PN ≫ *Obj/Def ≫ *Obj/Spe ≫ *Obj/NSpe

b. *Obj/Bd ≫ *Obj/NBd

Loal onjution of members of the two onstraint hierarhies preserves order. It ultimately

yields two-dimensional di�erential argument enoding.

(41) Loal onjuntion:

a. *Obj/Pro & *Obj/Bd ≫ *Obj/PN & *Obj/Bd ≫ *Obj/Def & *Obj/Bd ≫

*Obj/Spe & *Obj/Bd ≫ *Obj/NSpe & *Obj/Bd

b. *Obj/Pro & *Obj/NBd ≫ *Obj/PN & *Obj/NBd ≫ *Obj/Def & *Obj/NBd ≫

*Obj/Spe & *Obj/NBd ≫ *Obj/NSpe & *Obj/NBd

(42) Notational variant (simpli�ation):

a. *Obj/Pro/Bd ≫ *Obj/PN/Bd ≫ *Obj/Def/Bd ≫ *Obj/Spe/Bd ≫

*Obj/NSpe/Bd

b. *Obj/Pro/NBd ≫ *Obj/PN/NBd ≫ *Obj/Def/NBd ≫ *Obj/Spe/NBd ≫

*Obj/NSpe/NBd

(43) Order-preserving loal onjuntion with Max-Case (formerly *ØC):

a. *Obj/Pro/Bd & Max-C ≫ *Obj/PN/Bd & Max-C ≫ *Obj/Def/Bd & Max-C ≫

*Obj/Spe/Bd & Max-C ≫ *Obj/NSpe/Bd & Max-C

b. *Obj/Pro/NBd & Max-C≫ *Obj/PN/NBd & Max-C≫ *Obj/Def/NBd & Max-C

≫ *Obj/Spe/NBd & Max-C ≫ *Obj/NSpe/NBd & Max-C

Note:

(i) *Obj/Pro/Bd & Max-C is violated if a ase feature of a VP-internal pronoun in a lause

with a bounded interpretation of the prediate is deleted post-syntatially (before morpho-

logial realization).

(ii) *Obj/NSpe/NBd & Max-C is violated if a ase feature of a VP-internal inde�nite non-

spei� NP in a lause with an unbounded interpretation of the prediate is deleted post-

syntatially (before morphologial realization).

(iii) Constraints of this type are gradient � multiple violations add up.

(44) Con�iting onstraints that trigger ase feature deletion (versions of *StruC):

a. *[�obl℄

b. *[+gov℄

. *[�subj℄

(45) Ranking:

a. I: *Obj/Pro/Bd & Max-C ≫

b. *[�obl℄ ≫
. II: *Obj/PN/Bd & Max-C ≫ *Obj/Def/Bd & Max-C ≫

Obj/Spe/Bd & Max-C ≫

d. *[+gov℄ ≫

e. III: *Obj/NSpe/Bd & Max-C, { *Obj/Pro/NBd & Max-C ≫ *Obj/PN/NBd

& Max-C ≫ *Obj/Def/NBd & Max-C ≫ *Obj/Spe/NBd & Max-C } ≫

*Obj/NSpe/NBd & Max-C
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f. *[�subj℄

(46) The overall piture:

Ausative spei�ation: [+gov,�obl,�subj℄

I: /t/ *Obj/Pro/Bd

& Max-C

*Obj/PN/Bd *Obj/Pro/NBd

II: /n/ & Max-C & Max-C

*Obj/Def/Bd *Obj/PN/NBd

& Max-C & Max-C

*Obj/Spe/Bd *Obj/Def/NBd

& Max-C & Max-C

*Obj/NSpe/Bd *Obj/Spe/NBd III: /a/

& Max-C & Max-C

*Obj/NSpe/NBd

& Max-C

(47) Impoverishment e�ets with objet ase derived:

a. [�obl℄ → Ø/ [¬(Pro,Bd)℄

b. [+gov℄ → Ø/ [Nbd∨(NSpe,Bd)℄

Note:

(47) reveals that, in a anonial impoverishment approah (that does not rely on optimization),

it would be di�ult to haraterize the relevant environments as natural lasses � negation and

disjuntion are needed (at least this holds as long one does not postulate a more �ne-grained

feature struture underlying the various ategories).

(48) Voabulary items:

a. /t/ ↔ [+gov,�obl,�subj℄

b. /n/ ↔ [+gov℄

. /a/ ↔ [�subj℄

d. /Ø/ ↔ [ ℄

Note:

(i) Assuming that the genitive is de�ned as [+gov,+obl,+subj℄, /n/ annot be haraterized

by [+gov,�subj℄ (beause then the synretism annot be aptured).

(ii) Under this assumption, a partial hierarhy of features [+gov℄ > [�subj℄ must then be

assumed to ensure the orret hoie of exponent in II ontexts.
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(49) Sample optimizations 1: /t/

Input: Type I

[+gov,�obl,�subj℄,[Pro℄,[Bd℄ I *[�obl℄ II *[+gov℄ III *[�subj℄

☞ O1: [+gov,�obl,�subj℄ * * *

O2: [+gov,�obl℄ *! * *

O3: [+gov,�subj℄ *! * *

O4: [�obl,�subj℄ *! * *

O5: [+gov℄ *!* *

O6: [�obl℄ *!* *

O7: [�subj℄ *!* *

O8: [ ℄ *!**

Consequene:

Output O1: [+gov,�obl,�subj℄ is optimal; there is no impoverishment. Therefore, /t/ is the

most spei� voabulary item that �ts, and it is inserted.

(50) Sample optimizations 2: /n/

Input: Type II

[+gov,�obl,�subj℄,[Def℄,[Bd℄ I *[�obl℄ II *[+gov℄ III *[�subj℄

O1: [+gov,�obl,�subj℄ *! * *

O2: [+gov,�obl℄ *! * *

☞ O3: [+gov,�subj℄ * * *

O4: [�obl,�subj℄ *! * *

O5: [+gov℄ **! *

O6: [�obl℄ *! **

O7: [�subj℄ **! *

O8: [ ℄ **!*

Consequene:

Output O3: [+gov,�subj℄ is optimal; there is impoverishment (post-syntati deletion of [�

obl℄) Therefore, /t/ annot be inserted anymore (beause of the Subset Priniple), and there

is a (minimal) retreat to the more general ase: The next-spei� marker /n/ is inserted.

(51) Sample optimizations 3: /a/

Input: Type III

[+gov,�obl,�subj℄,[Nspe℄,[Nbd℄ I *[�obl℄ II *[+gov℄ III *[�subj℄

O1: [+gov,�obl,�subj℄ *! * *

O2: [+gov,�obl℄ *! * *

O3: [+gov,�subj℄ *! * *

O4: [�obl,�subj℄ *! * *

O5: [+gov℄ *! **

O6: [�obl℄ *! **

☞ O7: [�subj℄ ** *

O8: [ ℄ ***!

Consequene:

Output O7: [�subj℄ is optimal; impoverishment deletes [+gov℄ and [-obl℄, but no more than
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that. Therefore, /a/ is the most spei� marker that �ts (bloking /Ø/).

Note:

Zero exponene results from massive impoverishment (a deletion of all ase features). Simpli-

fying a bit, it shows up when there is no overt subjet argument present (e.g., in imperatives).

Again, this would seem to suggest a lear funtional motivation. There are two analyti pos-

sibilites; the �rst one is adopted here for the sake of simpliity. (Both solutions presuppose

that whether a subjet argument is overtly present or not an be read o� syntati strutures,

before post-syntaati morphology takes plae.)

(i) Objets do not partiipate in harmoni alignment in the �rst plae when they are not

aompanied by an overt subjet. Hene, sole objets do not obey any of the onstraints in

I-III, and the *[ase℄ onstraints demand full deletion of ase features.

(ii) Sole objets partiipate in harmoni alignment and thus fall under I-III. However, there

is an undominated onstraint that demands deletion of ase features in objet positions when

no (relevant) subjet is present.

(52) Sample optimizations 4: /Ø/

Input: Type IV

[+gov,�obl,�subj℄, [no subjet℄ I *[�obl℄ II *[+gov℄ III *[�subj℄

O1: [+gov,�obl,�subj℄ *! * *

O2: [+gov,�obl℄ *! *

O3: [+gov,�subj℄ *! *

O4: [�obl,�subj℄ *! *

O5: [+gov℄ *!

O6: [�obl℄ *!

O7: [�subj℄ *!

☞ O8: [ ℄

Consequene:

Output O8: [ ℄ is optimal; impoverishment deletes all ase features. Therefore, /Ø/ is the

only remaining marker that �ts � a full retreat to the general ase.

Final remark:

The system reveals ioniity, as argued by Wiese (1999) for German: /t/ is less sonorous than

/n/, whih is less sonorous than /a/ (assuming the initial t that shows up with a in ertain

morpho-phonologially de�ned ontexts to be truly epentheti, and irrelevant to the abstrat

system as suh); /Ø/ is least marked. This orresponds to the exponents' degree of spei�ity.

3.7.3. Yet Another Case Study: Di�erential Enoding of Objets in Cavineña

Ref.: Guillaume (2008, 569�., 603f.) (Bolivia, Taanan family, <1,200 speakers)

3.7.3.1. The Phenomenon Observation:

Two dative/genitive markers an appear: -kwe and -ja. The hoie depends on person and

number features of the stem�-kwe an only be attahed to loal persons (i. e., �rst or seond

person) in the singular. All other ombinations selet -ja.

This onstitutes a ase of di�erential objet marking sine singular �rst or seond person ob-

jets are highly marked. All other ombinations are marked less in terms of Hale/Silverstein
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sales. We argue that it is not a oinidene that for suh highly marked objets a phono-

logially more omplex ase exponent is hosen. Phonologial omplexity of markers and

hierarhial markedness are again orrelated.

(53) Distribution of markers:

Person sg dl pl

1 e-∅-kwe ya-tse-ja e-kwana-ja

2 mi-∅-kwe me-tse-ja mi-kwana-ja

3 tu-∅-ja ta-tse-ja tu-na-ja

3prox riya-∅-ja re-tse-ja re-na-ja

(54) Dative/genitive markers in Cavineña:

a. E-kwe

1sg-dat

ani-kware

sit-rem.past

[ maletero

bag

ari-daCC=keRC

big-asf=lig

℄S

`I had a big bag (lit. a big bag sat to me).' (Guillaume 2008: 567)

b. Sergio=ja

Sergio=dat

ani-ya

sit-impfv

[ ata

relative

Ramón

Ramsón

bakani

name

℄S

`Sergio had a relative alled Ramón (lit. a relative alled Ramón was sitting to

Sergio).' (Guillaume 2008: 603)

. Tume

then

=tuna-ja

=3pl-dat

=tu-ke

=3sg-fm

=∅A

(=1sg.erg)

be-ti-wa

bring-go.temp-perf

budariO

banana

`I will go and bring bananas for them.' (Guillaume 2008: 575)

(55) a. Person sale

Lo(al) (1/2) ≻ N(on)lo(al)

b. Number sale

Sg ≻ Non-sg

. GF sale

Subj ≻ Obj

(56) Ranking:

a. *Obj/Lo/Sg & Max-C ≫ *Obj/Lo/Non-sg & Max-C

b. *Obj/Nlo/Sg & Max-C ≫*Obj/Nlo/Non-sg & Max-C

Note:

We assume that the dative onsists of the subfeature in (57). The relevant markers -kwe and

-ja are analysed as in (58). The phonologial markedness of these exponents orrelates with

their morpho-syntati markedness; they thus obey ioniity.

(57) Dative: [+obl, +obj℄

(58) Marker spei�ation

a. /-kwe/ ↔ [+obl, +obj℄

b. /-ja/ ↔ [+obj℄

3.7.3.2. Analysis A markedness onstraint penalizing the presene of a ase feature [+obl℄

is then inserted into the ranking (56), triggering ase feature deletion for all but highly marked

objets (i.e. those high on both the person and the number sale). After this ase feature

is deleted, insertion of -kwe is no longer possible. The system therefore falls bak to a more
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general marker (-ja).

(59) Markedness onstraint

*[+obl]
(60) Ranking:

*Obj/Lo/Sg & Max-C ≫ *[+obl℄ ≫







*Obj/Lo/Non-sg & Max-C

*Obj/Nlo/Sg & Max-C

*Obj/Nlo/Non-sg & Max-C







Note:

As in Finnish, an expliit statement of the ontext of the impoverishment rule would involve

a disjuntion: The ase feature [+obl℄ has to be deleted if the objet is either non-singular

or non-loal. Sine these two ontexts arguably do not form a natural lass, two impoverish-

ment rules are e�etively needed in standard approahes. If, however, the ontext in whih

impoverishment applies is derived by loal onjuntion of sales, the ase feature is deleted

in all environments that are dominated by the markedness onstraint *[+obl℄. (60) shows

that this omprises exatly the ontext that proved problemati for an approah employing

expliit statements of ontexts�i. e. if the objet is either non-singular or non-loal or both.

The approah developed here is therefore preferable on oneptual grounds.

The Cavineña data learly onform to what is expeted from the point of view of

Hale/Silverstein hierarhies|more marking for unexpeted objets. These data are never-

theless surprising if sales an only lead to a total redution in morphologial marking.

3.8. Outlook and Conlusion

Outlook:

The same kind of analyses an be given for various other ases of sale-driven non-zero/non-

zero alternations with strutural ases:

• di�erential enoding of subjets and objets in Dyirbal (Carnie (2005), Haspelmath

(2007), based on Dixon (1972; 1994))

• di�erential enoding of subjets and objets in Djapu (Legate (2008), Morphy (1983a))

• di�erential enoding of subjets in Kambera (Klamer (1998a;b), Georgi (2008))

• diret-inverse Marking (Blake (1994), Maaulay (2005))

• di�erential enoding of objets in Russian (Comrie (1978))

• di�erential enoding of objets in Proto-Indo-European (Filimonova (2005))

Consequenes for the modelling of interfaes:

• Impoverishment rules are ultimately funtionally motivated and implemented via har-

moni alignment of sales.

• Optimality Theory emerges as a theory of the morphology-syntax interfae, muh as

in Pesetsky (1998); syntax and morphology as suh an be assumed to work without

violable and ranked onstraints.
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4. Three-Way Systems

4.1. Bakground

(61)

a. Ergative system

DPext-Vi DPint-Vi

DPext-Vt DPint-Vt

erg abs

b. Ausative system

DPext-Vi DPint-Vi

DPext-Vt DPint-Vt

nom a

. Ative system

DPext-Vi DPint-Vi

DPext-Vt DPint-Vt

erg/nom abs/a

A simple approah that will be adopted in what follows:

(i) ergative = ausative = strutural ase from v

(ii) nominative = absolutive = strutural ase from T

(Murasugi (1992), Jelinek (1993), Ura (2000; 2006), Müller (2009), Assmann et al. (2012))

An alternative:

(i) ergative = nominative = strutural ase from T

(ii) ausative = absolutive = strutural ase from v

(Levin & Massam (1985), Chomsky (1995, h.3), Bobaljik (1993), Laka (1993), Reza (2003),

Bobaljik & Branigan (2006))

(In what follows, ausative enoding is represented by dashed lines, ergative enoding by full

lines.)

(62) Transitive ontext

TP

T

′

T vP

nom abs DPext v

′

v VP

a erg V DPint

Parameter:

The parameter distinguishing ergative and ausative systems exlusively onerns v:

Both upward and downward ase assignment must be possible in priniple, but there is a

preferene for upward ase assignment in ergative systems, and a preferene for downward

ase assignment in ausative systems.

Note:

Ergative and ausative systems work in exatly the same way in intransitive ontexts: Only

T remains as a ase-assigning head here. This orresponds diretly to tendenies of morpho-

logial marking: The ase assoiated with T is typially morphologially less marked than

verbal ase assigned by v.
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(63) Intransitive unausative and unergative ontexts

a. TP

T

′

T vP

nom � v

′

v VP

abs V DPint

b. TP

T

′

T vP

nom DPext v

′

abs v VP

V �

Ative systems:

• Option (i): v an be the ase-assinging head in unergative ontexts.

• Option (ii): Unergative strutures an be hidden transitives.

(64) Three-way systems:

DPext-Vi DPint-Vi

nom/abs

DPext-Vt DPint-Vt

erg a

(65) Three-way enoding in Antekerrepenhe (Central Australia) (Bittner & Hale (1996a)):

a. Arengke-le

dog-erg

aye-nhe

me-a

ke-ke

bite-pst

`The dog bit me.'

b. Apwerte-le

stones-ins

athe

I-erg

arengke-nhe

dog-a

we-ke

pelt-pst

`I pelted the dog with stones.'

. Arengke

dog-nom

nterre-ke

run-pst

`The dog ran.'

Note:

Three-way systems are potentially problemati for the type of analysis skethed above, where

two ase assigners (T, v) are responsible for two strutural ases and eah of {erg, a} is

identi�ed with exatly one ase of the other system.

Observation:

Three-way systems are ross-linguistially rare. They qualify as non-anonial from a

typologial perspetive (Corbett (2005); Corbett & Fedden (2014)).

Note:

This argues against approahes where strutural ase assignment in transitive ontexts is

relational (Marantz (1991), Bittner & Hale (1996b), Wunderlih (1997a; 2006), Kiparsky
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(1999), Stiebels (2002), MFadden (2004), Shäfer (2012), Baker (2015)).

Proposal:

Three-way systems are regular (ergative or ausative) two-way systems in syntax; the

phenomenon an and should be reloated to morphology.

Independent evidene: ase as a syntati ategory vs. ase as a morphologial marking

• One and the same morphologial ase exponent may orrespond to two di�erent syn-

tati ases; see Legate (2008) on zero marking, whih may be morphologial default

marker or a syntati nominative, depending on the language.

• One and the same syntati ase may orrespond to two di�erent morphologial ase ex-

ponents in a given language; see Keine & Müller (2011; 2014) on sale-based di�erential

objet marking as a morphologial phenomenon (sale-driven allomorphy) .

Observation:

Three-way systems typially also involve sale e�ets (suh that, e.g., only non-prototypial

DPint arguments reeive what looks like an ausative, or only non-prototypial DPext argu-

ments bear what looks like an ergative). The situation in Nez Pere: Ausative for DPint

of Vt, ergative for DPext-3rd-person of Vt, and nominative for DPint, DPext of Vi, and for

DPext-1st/2nd-person of Vt.

(66) Three-way enoding in Nez Pere (Rude (1985), Woolford (1997)):

a. Kaa

and

wéet'u'

not

núun-e

1pl-a

ká'la

just

hinéesqixne

3nom.pldo.take.are.of.perf

`And he just didn't take are of us.' (Rude (1985, 93))

b. 'Ieyéeye-nm

oyote-erg

xáxaasna

grizzly-a

hináaswapi'yawna

3nom.pldo.kill.perf

`Coyote killed the grizzlies.' (Rude (1985, 88))

. (i) Núun

we

∅-papáayna

1/2nom-pl.nom.arrive.perf

`We arrived.'

(ii) núun

we

'epe'wíye

1/2tr.shoot.perf

'We shot him.' (Rude (1985, 85))

Goal:

We extend the morphologial approah to di�erential objet marking in terms of sale-driven

impoverishment developed in Keine & Müller (2011; 2014) (on the basis of Aissen (1999;

2003)) to three-way systems. Only one important new assumption is required: In addition

to the standard prominene sales related to person, animay, and de�niteness (going bak

to Hale (1972) and Silverstein (1976)), there is also a transitivity sale whih partiipates in

harmoni alignment proesses that eventually bring about post-syntati impoverishment.

4.2. Theoretial assumptions

Bakground:

The reonstrution of the optimality-theoreti analysis developed in Aissen (2003) as a post-
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syntati impoverishment operation at the syntax/morphology interfae in Keine & Müller

(2014).

(67) Feature deomposition of ases

a. ergative/ausative: [+gov�obl℄ (assigned by v)

b. absolutive/nominative: [�gov,�obl℄ (assigned by T)

(68) Sales:

a. Person sale:

Loal Pers. (1,2) > 3. Pers.

b. Animay sale:

Hum(an) > Anim(ate) > Inan(imate)

. De�niteness sale:

Pro(noun) > Name (PN) > Def(inite) > Inde�nite Spei� (Spe) > NonSpei�

(NSpe)

d. Transitivity sale:

vt(rans) > vi(ntrans)

Note:

(68-ab) go bak to Hale (1972), Silverstein (1976), and Aissen (2003). (68-d) is new. It

presupposes that transitive and intransitive v an be distinguished, in both ergative and

ausative languages. This is straightforward if v is uniformly the inative head in intransitive

ontexts.

(69) Harmoni Alignment (Prine & Smolensky (2004)):

Suppose given a binary dimension D1 with a sale X > Y on its elements {X,Y}, and

another dimension D2 with a sale a > b > ... > z on its elements {a,b,...,z}. The

harmoni alignment of D1 and D2 is the pair of Harmony sales HX , HY :

a. HX : X/a ≻ X/b ≻ ... ≻ X/z

b. HY : Y/z ≻ ... ≻ Y/b ≻ Y/a

The onstraint alignment is the pair of onstraint hierarhies CX , CY :

a. CX : *X/z ≫ ... ≫ *X/b ≫ *X/a

b. CY : *Y/a ≫ *Y/b ≫ ... ≫ *Y/z

(70) A binary sale: The DP ase sale:

DP[+gov] > DP[−gov]

(71) Consequenes of harmoni alignment:

a. *DP[+gov]/vi ≫ *DP[+gov]/vt

b. *DP[−gov]/vt ≫ *DP[−gov]/vi

(72) Loal onjuntion (Smolensky (1995))

Loal onjuntion is a mehanism whih onjoins two distint onstraints to form a new

onstraint. The new onstraint is violated if both onjoined onstraints are violated.

Loal onjution of members of the two onstraint hierarhies preserves order.

(73) Further onstraints:

a. Max(ase):

Preserve ase features.
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b. *[�gov℄:

Avoid the feature [�gov℄.

Note:

Max(ase) an be onjoined with a onstraint hierarhy derived from harmoni alignment;

*[�gov℄ annot be onjoined with a onstraint hierarhy. (This is exatly as in Aissen (2003),

Keine & Müller (2014).)

(74) Loal onjuntion:

*DP[−gov]/vt & Max(ase) ≫ *DP[−gov]/vi & Max(ase)

Input sensitivity: *DP[−gov]/vt & Max(ase) is violated by a post-syntati (pre-voabulary

insertion) representation if there is a nominative/absolutive DP in a transitive lause that

has its [�gov℄ feature deleted. Thus, it must be ensured that a ase feature like [�gov℄ that is

deleted (thereby violating Max(ase)) an still be aessed so as to determine the violation

(i.e., [�gov℄ is needed to haraterize the lass of DPs that are subjet to the onstraint).

Assumption: Constraints like *DP[−gov]/vt & Max(ase) are not only output-sensitive, but

also input-sensitive (Trommer (2006)). Thus, [�gov℄ in �*DP[−gov]/vt� refers to the input

(i.e., the syntati representation where feature deletion is not yet an issue), whereas [�gov℄

in �Max(ase)� refers to the output (i.e., the post-syntati representation in whih feature

deletion may or may not have applied).

(75) A ranking that gives rise to seletive feature deletion and di�erential marking:

*DP[−gov]/vt & Max(ase) ≫ *[�gov℄ ≫ *DP[−gov]/vi & Max(ase)

Predition:

The feature [�gov℄ will be preserved post-syntatially in transitive ontexts but deleted in

intransitive ontexts. Subsequent voabulary insertion an then lead to a [�gov℄-marked ex-

ponent as a ase marker for DP in transitive ontexts, but given that voabulary insertion

obeys the Subset Priniple (Halle & Marantz (1993), Halle (1997)), it will have to resort to

an underspei�ed (typially zero) exponent not bearing [�gov℄ in intransitive ontexts.

(76) An impoverishment rule as an alternative?

[�gov℄ → Ø / DP [vi℄

No:

• (76) simply stipulates the ontext in whih deletion takes plae, (75) derives this ontext.

• (75) (again in ontrast to (76)) predits that there an be no language where deletion

of [�gov℄ takes plae in transitive but not in intransitive ontexts.

• Three-way systems typially also involve (other) sale e�ets; so it remains to be shown

how harmoni alignment and loal onjuntion with the other sales an be brought

into the piture. It will turn out that the optimization approah aptures these multi-

dimensional sale e�ets in a fairly straightforward way whereas a standard, rule-based

impoverishment approah will fae what look like insurmountable obstales beause the

deletion ontexts do not form natural lasses.
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Loality:

In order to evaluate a onstraint like *DP[−gov]/vt &Max(ase) or *DP[−gov]/vi &Max(ase),

both the properties of the DP (either DPext or DPint) and the properties of v must be taken

into aount. This suggests that the loal domain for onstraint evaluation at the interfae

is the phase (see Chomsky (2001)), with feature deletion and voabulary insertion applying

ylially.

4.3. Case studies

4.3.1. Kham

4.3.1.1. Data

(77) Distribution of ase markers in Kham (Tibeto-Burman) (Watters (2002))

1st 2nd 3rd, de�nite 3rd, inde�nite

DPext-Vt -∅ -∅ -e/-ye -e/-ye

DPext/int-Vi -∅ -∅ -∅ -∅

DPint-Vt -lai -lai -lai -∅

Syntax:

Kham exhibits a standard ergative system in the syntax, with -e/-ye as the anonial ergative

marker and -lai as the anonial absolutive marker.

Morphology:

The simple person-based split in ergative ontexts, and the more omplex transitivity-

/de�niteness-based split in absolutive ontexts, are instanes of allomorphi variation re-

duible to sale-driven optimization.

4.3.1.2. Absolutive marking

(78) Harmoni alignment of ase sale with transitivity and de�niteness sales:

a. *DP[−gov]/vt ≫ *DP[−gov]/vi

b. *DP[−gov]/Pro ≫ *DP[−gov]/PN ≫ *DP[−gov]/Def ≫ *DP[−gov]/Spe ≫

*DP[−gov]/NSpe

(79) Two-dimensional loal onjuntion of both onstraint alignments (simpli�ed notational

variant):

a. *DP[−gov]/Pro/vt ≫ *DP[−gov]/PN/vt ≫ *DP[−gov]/Def/vt ≫ *DP[−gov]/Spe/vt

≫ *DP[−gov]/NSpe/vt

b. *DP[−gov]/Pro/vi ≫ *DP[−gov]/PN/vi ≫ *DP[−gov]/Def/vi ≫ *DP[−gov]/Spe/vi

≫ *DP[−gov]/NSpe/vi

. *DP[−gov]/Pro/vt ≫ *DP[−gov]/Pro/vi

d. *DP[−gov]/PN/vt ≫ *DP[−gov]/PN/vi

e. *DP[−gov]/Def/vt ≫ *DP[−gov]/Def/vi

f. *DP[−gov]/Spe/vt ≫ *DP[−gov]/Spe/vi

g. *DP[−gov]/NSpe/vt ≫ *DP[−gov]/NSpe/vi

Final step:

Order-preserving loal onjuntion of the hierarhies in (79) with Max(ase).
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(80) Absolutive allomorphy in Kham: Interleaving of *[�gov℄

*DP[−gov]/Pro/vt

I: /lai/ & Max(ase)

*DP[−gov]/PN/vt *DP[−gov]/Pro/vi

& Max(ase) & Max(ase)

*DP[−gov]/Def/vt *DP[−gov]/PN/vi

& Max(ase) & Max(ase)

*DP[−gov]/Spe/vt *DP[−gov]/Def/vi II: /Ø/

& Max(ase) & Max(ase)

*DP[−gov]/NSpe/vt *DP[−gov]/Spe/vi

& Max(ase) & Max(ase)

*DP[−gov]/NSpe/vi

& Max(ase)

Note:

All the onstraints in (80) demand ase feature preservation. At this point, the ranking of

the on�iting onstraint demanding ase feature deletion beomes relevant: *[�gov℄ leads

to zero-marking for DPs with the feature ombinations identi�ed by the onstraints that

are ranked below it. In Kham, this onstraint must be ranked above *DP[−gov]/Spe/vt &

Max(ase) and *DP[−gov]/Pro/vi & Max(ase), and below *DP[−gov]/Def/vt & Max(ase)

and *DP[−gov]/Pro/vt & Max(ase), thereby separating the system in (80) into two disrete

areas I and II. The absolutive ase feature [�gov℄ is preserved in area I and removed in area

II, whih leads to the fully spei�ed exponent /lai/ in I on�gurations and to the elsewhere

exponent /Ø/ in II on�gurations.

Sale-driven optimization vs. stipulated impoverishment rules:

• One would have to postulate two separate impoverishment rules, as in (81), sine the

ontexts in whih [�gov℄ deletion takes plae (viz., intransitive lause and inde�nite

interpretation of DP) annot be referred to as a natural lass.

• (81) would give rise to redundanies with inde�nite (spei� or non-spei�) DPs in

intransitive ontexts.

(81) a. [�gov℄ → ∅ / DP [vi℄

b. [�gov℄ → ∅ / DP[indef]

4.3.1.3. Ergative marking

(82) Harmoni alignment of ase sale and person sale plus loal onjuntion with

Max(ase):

*DP[+gov]/3 & Max(ase) ≫ *DP[+gov]/lo & Max(ase)
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(83) Ergative allomorphy in Kham: Interleaving of *[+gov℄

*DP[+gov]/3

& Max(ase) I: /(y)e/

*[+gov℄

*DP[+gov]/lo

& Max(ase) II: /Ø/

4.3.2. Djapu

4.3.2.1. Data

(84) Distribution of ase markers in Djapu (Pama-Nyungan) (Morphy (1983b))

Pron +hu �hu

DPext-Vt -∅ -DHu -DHu

DPext/int-Vi -∅ -∅ -∅

DPint-Vt -NHA -NHA -∅

Syntax:

Djapu underlyingly exhibits an ergative system, with -DHu as the regular (i.e., most spei�)

ergative marker and -NHA as the regular absolutive marker.

Morphology:

Overt absolutive marking is suspended in intransitive ontexts and for non-human objets;

overt ergative marking does not show up on pronominal transitive subjets.

4.3.2.2. Absolutive marking The relevant sales determining the distribution of morpho-

logial ase exponents are the transitivity sale and the animay sale. Both are harmonially

aligned with the basi ase sale, yielding (85-a) and (85-b) for absolutive ontexts.

(85) Harmoni alignment of ase sale with transitivity and animay sales:

a. *DP[−gov]/vt ≫ *DP[−gov]/vi

b. *DP[−gov]/Hum ≫ *DP[−gov]/Anim ≫ *DP[−gov]/Inan

Loal onjuntion among the members of these onstraint hierarhies with �xed internal order

produes the strit rankings in (86).

(86) Two-dimensional loal onjuntion of both onstraint alignments:

a. *DP[−gov]/Hum/vt ≫ *DP[−gov]/Anim/vt ≫ *DP[−gov]/Inan/vt

b. *DP[−gov]/Hum/vi ≫ *DP[−gov]/Anim/vi ≫ *DP[−gov]/Inan/vi

. *DP[−gov]/Hum/vt ≫ *DP[−gov]/Hum/vi

d. *DP[−gov]/Anim/vt ≫ *DP[−gov]/Anim/vi

e. *DP[−gov]/Inan/vt ≫ *DP[−gov]/Inan/vi

Finally, order-preserving loal onjuntion with Max(ase) gives rise to the two-dimensional

system in (87).
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(87) Absolutive allomorphy in Djapu: Interleaving of *[�gov℄

*DP[−gov]/Hum/vt I: /NHA/

& Max(ase)

*DP[−gov]/Anim/vt *DP[−gov]/Hum/vi

& Max(ase) & Max(ase)

*DP[−gov]/Inan/vt *DP[−gov]/Anim/vi

& Max(ase) & Max(ase)

*DP[−gov]/Inan/vi II: /Ø/

& Max(ase)

Note:

Again, and impoverishment rule would fail beause it annot refer to the deletion ontexts as

a natural lass.

4.3.2.3. Ergative marking

(88) Harmoni alignment of ase sale and de�niteness sale:

*DP[+gov]/Nspe ≫ *DP[+gov]/Spe ≫ *DP[+gov]/Def ≫ *DP[+gov]/PN ≫

*DP[+gov]/Pron

Loal onjuntion with Max(ase) and interleaving of *[+gov℄ between *DP[+gov]/PN &

Max(ase) and *DP[+gov]/Pron & Max(ase) yields a distribution of the overt ergative ex-

ponent /DHu/ that involves all DPext arguments of transitive ontexts exept for pronouns.

(89) Ergative allomorphy in Djapu: Interleaving of *[+gov℄:

*DP[+gov]/Nspe & Max(ase)

*DP[+gov]/Spe & Max(ase)

*DP[+gov]/Def & Max(ase) I: /DHu/

*DP[+gov]/PN & Max(ase)

*[+gov℄

*DP[+gov]/Pron & Max(ase) II: /Ø/

4.3.3. Nez Pere

4.3.3.1. Data

(90) Distribution of ase markers in Nez Pere (Rude (1985))

1/2 pronouns 3 pronouns proper names ommon nouns

DPext-Vt -∅ -(n(i))m -(n(i))m -(n(i))m

DPext/int-Vi -∅ -∅ -∅ -∅

DPint-Vt -ne -ne -ne -ne
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Syntax:

The pattern instantiates a anonial ergative system.

Morphology:

Sale-driven allomorphy a�ets both ergative and absolutive ontexts.

4.3.3.2. Absolutive marking

(91) Harmoni alignment of ase sale and transitivity sale: *DP[−gov]/vt & Max(ase) ≫

*DP[−gov]/vi & Max(ase)

(92) Absolutive allomorphy in Nez Pere: Interleaving of *[�gov℄:

*DP[−gov]/vt & Max(ase) I: /ne/

*[�gov℄

*DP[−gov]/vi & Max(ase) II: /Ø/

4.3.3.3. Ergative marking

(93) Harmoni alignment of ase sale and person sale:

*DP[+gov]/3 & Max(ase) ≫ *DP[+gov]/lo & Max(ase)

(94) Ergative allomorphy in Nez Pere: Interleaving of *[+gov℄:

*DP[+gov]/3 & Max(ase) I: /nim/

*[+gov℄

*DP[+gov]/lo & Max(ase) II: /Ø/

4.3.4. Dyirbal

4.3.4.1. Data

(95) Distribution of Case markers in Dyirbal (Dixon (1972; 1994)))

1st/2nd pronouns 3rd pronouns proper names ommon nouns

DPext-Vt -∅ -Ngu -Ngu Ngu

DPext/int-Vi -∅ -∅ -∅ -∅

DPint-Vt -na -∅ -∅ -∅

4.3.4.2. Ergative marking

(96) Harmoni alignment of ase sale and person sale:

*DP[+gov]/3 & Max(ase) ≫ *DP[+gov]/lo & Max(ase)

(97) Ergative allomorphy in Dyirbal: Interleaving of [*gov℄:

*DP[+gov]/3 & Max(ase) I: /Ngu/

*[+gov℄

*DP[+gov]/lo & Max(ase) II: /Ø/

Note:

This ausative system is thus ompletely idential to the system of ergative allomorphy in

Nez Pere.
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4.3.4.3. Absolutive marking Observation:

The basi ase sale is harmonially aligned with both the transitivity sale and the per-

son sale, and subsequently, loal onjuntion with Max(ase) applies to the two onstraint

hierarhies thus generated, yielding a multidimensional system

(98) Absolutive allomorphy in Dyirbal: Interleaving of *[�gov℄

*DP[−gov]/lo/vt

& Max(ase) I: /na/

*DP[−gov]/3/vt *DP[−gov]/lo/vi

& Max(ase) & Max(ase) II: /Ø/

*DP[−gov]/3/vi

& Max(ase)

Note:

As before, no single impoverishment rule ould apture this distribution of zero and non-zero

absolutive markers sine the ontexts in whih deletion takes plae do not form a natural

lass.

4.3.5. Interim onlusion

• Three-way ase systems an be reanalyzed as standard two-way (ergative or ausative)

ase systems, with all the marker variation derived by sale-driven optimization opera-

tions at the syntax/morphology interfae.

• Given that ase marker allomorphy based on person, animay, and de�niteness is inde-

pendently known to our, and given that these e�ets also show up in all the languages

addressed here, the only additional assumption that is needed to apture all e�ets in a

maximally simple way � viz., the postulation of a transitivity sale on a par with other

Hale/Silverstein sales � seems well motivated.

• The rosslinguisti rarity of three-way systems an now be explained under the assump-

tion that non-homogeneous post-syntati ase-feature deletion is inherently marked.

• The fat that putative three-way systems are typially aompanied by Hale/Silverstein

sale e�ets, and that the fat that these e�ets, though subjet to impliational gener-

alizations, are not uniform aross languages, together pose an enormous hallenge for a

syntati approah reognizing three di�erent ases; ambitious reent attempts notwith-

standing (see in partiular Deal (2014)) I would like to ontend that it is hardly possible

to ome up with a omprehensive syntati approah to the phenomenon that quali�es

as both simple and elegant, and that overs both an individual language's pattern in

detail, and aptures ross-linguisti variation as well.

4.4. Syntati evidene

Predition:

The present morphology-based approah to three-way systems di�ers from syntati ap-

proahes in that it reanalyzes what at �rst sight looks like an ausative DP (in Kham, Djapu,

Nez Pere, and Dyirbal) as a non-zero-enoded absolutive DP. There should be independent
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evidene for the status of the pertinent DPs as absolutive/nominative (i.e., [�gov,�obl℄, as-

signed by T). More generally, we expet to �nd evidene for a morphologial approah in terms

of ase allomorphy based on idential syntati behaviour of the non-zero-marked and zero-

marked DPs; in the same way, di�erent syntati behaviour might provide ounter-evidene

against the proposal. Here I will disuss only one ase (there are many more, f. Müller &

Thomas (2014)): topi haining in Dyirbal.

(99) Case mathing in Dyirbal topi haining onstrutions (Dixon (1972; 1994)):

[

CP1 Numa

father-abs

yabu-Ngu

mother-erg

bura-n ℄

see-nonfut

[

CP2 pro

pro-abs

banaga-n

y

u ℄

return-nonfut

`Mother saw father and he/*she returned.'

Observation ((100-b)):

(i) An absolutive argument in an intransitive seond onjunt is oreferent with a na-marked

objet in a transitive �rst onjunt.

(ii) An absolutive argument in an intransitive seond onjunt annot be oferent with a zero-

marked subjet in a transitive �rst onjunt.

(iii) This shows that the na-marked objet bears absolutive ase, and that the zero-marked

subjet bears ergative ase.

(100) An argument for a standard ergative system (Morgenroth & Salzmann (2013)):

a. [

CP1 Nana-Ø

we-abs

banaga-n

y

u ℄

return-nonfut

[

CP2 n

y

urra-Ø

you all-erg

pro

pro-abs

bura-n ℄

see-nonfut

`We returned and you all saw us.'

b. [

CP1 n

y

urra-Ø

you all-erg

Nana-na

we-abs

bura-n ℄

see-nonfut

[

CP2 pro

pro-abs

banaga-n

y

u ℄

return-nonfut

`You all saw us and we returned.'
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